Synopsis

NEW PERSPECTIVES ON ADOBE DREAMWEAVER CS6, COMPREHENSIVE offers a critical-thinking approach to teaching Web design. This text explains and reinforces design software concepts and skills through the New Perspectives' signature case-based, problem-solving pedagogy. Students will transcend point-and-click skills to take full advantage of the software's utility.
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Customer Reviews

This was a horrible book. I honestly don’t see why my professor considered this a good book to use for the course. Chapters were extremely long, instructions and diagrams were vague and difficult to follow...this book was just awful, a waste of money and provided too vague of instructions. Assignments took a considerable amount of time to complete not because it was difficult, but because I had to cross reference with the use of Google because the book’s vagueness.

This was the assigned textbook for my beginning Dreamweaver college class. As someone with no prior web knowledge, I found it very frustrating doing the tutorials because it seemed to me and some of my classmates that steps were missing. Perhaps the authors thought you should have some basic knowledge beforehand hence the reason for missing steps. The Chapter 8 review assignment contained a number of flaws that prohibited the proper rendering of your mobile page
with the buttons per the instructions in the book. This is because the recent version of PhoneGap the author has you download from the web contains issues that prevent your page from showing the buttons. A very frustrating experience.

I would have given if 5 stars but I believe all these textbooks that last a year or two are way overpriced, including this one.

I was looking for a Adobe Dreamweaver CS6 book, found it online, and obtained and purchased it. This was the book I was searching for, and I found it. I gave this a full-star ranking because this is what I had come in to get, and this is what I left with. The book itself also arrived in a timely manner after ordering it. I would suggest this book to anyone who is also searching for the Adobe Dreamweaver CS6 book.

This book arrived on the last day given to me as a possibility, however, it is in NEW condition and a really interesting course. I did not give it a higher rating only because I hate the extra weight the hard covers give to school books!
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